Abstract-A mock interview was conducted for students of MCA IV Semester, University of Hyderabad on 9, 10 Apr-2011 with the help of the management and experts from outside. The Interview panel assessed the technical and communication competence of the students and gave them individual and group feedback on their performances. Students found it to be a good rehearsal for actual job interview. it was treated as a part of placement related training and continuous assessment of the students during the course.
The panel consisted of two experts from the IT industry, Ms Prabha Subramanian and Mr. Srinivas Ravinuthala and two from communication skills training area Dr. Aruna Lolla and Ms. Sridevi Tulasi. It scrutinized all the Resumes submitted by the students a week earlier and framed suitable interview questions for each candidate. There were 54 students in the whole class and the panel allotted around 15-20 minutes for each "candidate". The mock interview for the students included the following: ► A Job Description (Software development engineer) was given to the students ► Preparation of Resume reflecting on the job position they were supposed to be applying for ► Formal Interview with the panel. ► Job Interview Questions pertaining both to general and IT related topics ► Performance appraisal with Individual feedback and suggestions to the students. ► Answer Tips Present day job interviews are very different from what they used to be a couple of decades ago. Now there is a trend of an interview filled with 'Behavioural questions'. The new strategy is to elicit out information about how the candidate will behave in real life situations similar to the ones he/she might have to face at the employers office. The questions would be direct and could ask candidates to present examples of good work they have done in the past. Some common questions asked in this MI included the following: PERSONAL 3) Difference between DB and DB server: Database is a collection of related information that may not even involve computers at all. However the database in the computer sense is stored on a disk and plays the role of an information repository. A Database server is the process that makes the data in the database available to the outside world. Either through SQL or some other CLI the ability to retrieve add change and Delete data is realized. DB2 Oracle SQL Server are all relational database servers.
The remaining significant questions along with their answers have been given in an annexure to this report.
Here is the summary of the observations made during the MI. Starting from the empirical questions, the panel went into the inner or psycho -analytical aspects of testing. • All the 54 students of MCA IV semester attended the MI and reported on time. The MI was conducted from 10 am to 5: 30 pm on 9 and 10 April 2011. Students were divided into four groups as per their roll numbers and were allotted different time slots in order to minimize waiting and inconvenience to them.
• Most of them followed a dress code even though they were not instructed to. The rest also turned up in formals and showed a sense of good attire. All the girl candidates chose come in traditional Indian attires.
• Enthusiasm was perceptible in their waiting room. The candidates exchanged good wishes before facing the panel and shared their experiences among the peer group after facing the interview.
• Most of them observed mannerisms like wishing the panel members as they entered the interview room and thanking as they left.
• Speaking: At least half of them showed a prominent Mother Tongue (L1) influence. Nearly ten candidates required some help and cooperation from the panel in conversing with the latter. The panel even switched to Hindi for a couple of candidates. These students had their school education in vernacular medium or had studied in rural areas.
• Command on their subject: Just 8 -10 were good and all the remaining of them are yet to master the basics of their field.
• 2 -3 candidates were uninterested in the area of study or the job -profile and three others could not perform well in the (MI) due nervousness/ anxiety. Some students betrayed a lack of focus in terms of attentiveness, presence of mind or being clear and to-the-point as they answered the questions.
• 2 students namely, Nehal Ahmed and Ramit Taneja put up an exceptionally good performance in the (MI) with their technical and communicative competence coupled with a clarity of purpose.
• Examples of different Attitudes exhibited by some candidate: 1) One student, Krishnanjaneyulu had suffered a leg injury in an accident a day before the interview and experienced great difficulty in moving about. But he tried to concentrate on the interview without paying any attention to his injury or making a mention of it! This was taken positively by the panel members.
2) Another student xyz started telling the panel how difficult was his childhood as he had lost both his parents at an early age. This was not taken positively by the panelists as they felt that the candidate was unnecessarily trying to gain their sympathy.
3) ABC, a typical candidate insisted that he would "win the heart of his team mates" in "natural way" when asked on team work. He betrayed strong opinions and stuck to his point. Two of the panelists also observed that his face turned red as he showed signs of aggressive behavior. 4) One more student could not differentiate between the word "adapt" and "adopt" when the panelists asked him about adapting himself to a new organization. Instead he insisted that it is for the organization to "adopt" him. The panel members found him a little preoccupied and also suggested that he works on improving his listening skills.
• Many candidates waited outside after facing the interview with an interest to take their feedback.
• The complete mark list indicating the parameters of testing along with individual remarks in technical and communicative competence is tabulated and presented in Annexure 1.
IV. ANALYSIS
Most of the prospective employers look for technical competence when they hire technical staff. Hence more marks, 12 out 20 have been allotted to technical competence in this MI.
If we observe the mark list, we find that only 20% of the candidates are equipped with sound knowledge in their field This apart, clarity and confidence are also deficient with nearly 20% of the students even though they have enough technical knowledge for being hired as a SWDE.
Communicative Competence comes next in the order of importance because in the given job-profile, a software development engineer does not require exceptional fluency in language or remarkable social skills. An exchange of technical information with the team-mates and participation in planning is what is required for the given job.
In the MI, as many as 20% of the candidates have shown a marked mother tongue influence which affects their intelligibility, while the linguistic competence of 12% of students is inadequate even within the context of their work. Around 60% of the class can manage a good communication in the work environment while another 10% have excellent communicative competence.
Apart from the above mentioned criteria, the personality assessment of the candidates is an integral part of any recruitment interview. This part has its own importance from the human resources point of view besides being directly concerned with the work efficiency of the employee. The candidates here in the MI have shown different personality traits like flexibility, tenacity, analytical ability, orientation towards team-work, etc.. Negative traits like under/ over confidence, egoism, lack of interest in the job/ desperation for it, lack of focus and the like were also betrayed by the interviewees. These personality traits and attitudes are given out through verbal and non-verbal communication are generally noted down by any prudent interview panel. Hence it requires a lot of internal and external grooming on the part of the interviewees for putting forth their best in the interview.
V. RECOMMENDATIONS
The objective for conducting the MI is to facilitate interview preparation and enhancing the employment prospect for our students. We can have the following recommendations based the MI conducted for MCA IV Semester students :
I. Technical field: The course content can be designed and organized in such a way as to give thorough understanding of the basics of the field for the students and provide them with ample practical exposure through project work and field visits.
II. Communication Skills Course: We (CELS) can offer two different courses and give an option for the students to choose the one they think is more needed for them. The first one would be a Basic Language course which focuses on improving the linguistic competence of the learners and the second one would be a Soft Skills Training course which equips the students with necessary skills for doing well in their present study and also in the recruitment interviews.
III. Apart from these, the students can be given better exposure in their select areas of study by conducting field visits, industry interaction, Communication skills training sessions and Language Labs. Conducting one Mock Interview for every batch along with a feedback session can be made mandatory.
IV. Coming to the personality or behavioural aspects, there cannot be any generic or universal recommendations. Individual feedback and suggestion is what is required for the students. Moreover, a major part of improvement takes place by self-correction by the candidates because they realize their own strong and weak points after facing the interview.
VI. CONCLUSION
MI provides a platform for formal and professional interaction in a free and congenial atmosphere and confers several benefits on the interviewee, the soft skills trainer and the educational institute which organizes it.
The students find it useful in streamlining their thoughts, professional ideas and aptitudes. The soft skills trainer gets a clear insight into the student profile and their specific needs which help in design and organization of the course content.
Enhancing the employability potential of the students is nevertheless good for the educational institute. Thus MI yields manifold benefits when conducted in the right spirit by a well experienced panel.
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The major difference between threads and processes is 1.Threads share the address space of the process that created it; processes have their own address. 2.Threads have direct access to the data segment of its process; processes have their own copy of the data segment of the parent process.
3.Threads can directly communicate with other threads of its process; processes must use interprocess communication to communicate with sibling processes.
4.Threads have almost no overhead; processes have considerable overhead. 5.New threads are easily created; new processes require duplication of the parent process. WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN AN EXE AND A DLL? exe file is a excutable file which runs in a seperate process which is managed by OS,where as a dll file is a dynamic link library which can be used in exe files and other dll files.In .net frame work both are assemblies.
An ActiveX Dll runs an in process server running in the same memory space as the client process. Major advantage of DLL files is in its reusability. A DLL file can be used in other applications as long as the coder knows the names and parameters of the functions and procedures in the DLL file. Because of this capability, DLL files are ideal for distributing device drivers An ActiveX Exe is an out of process server which runs in it's own separate memory space which is faster ActiveX exe or Activex DLL? ADLL Why People Most Prefer JAVA Other Than .Net for Their Application? The Enterprise Edition of Java 2 Platform was created to ease the process of java application development, design and deployment of complex enterprise solutions and the J2EE architecture is based on Java. .Net is a product suite that allows an organization to create enterprise-class web services. The difference between both is that that .Net is a product strategy while J2EE is an industry standard that gives a developer the option to choose vendor products and tools. .NET is based on the language C# and while Java runs on any platform with the help of Java VM, C# can only work on Windows currently.
WHAT IS THE QA PROCESS? Answer: A planned and systematic set of activities necessary to provide adequate confidence that requirements are properly established and products or services conform to specified requirements, and An activity that establishes and evaluates the processes to produce the products, helps to establish processes, Sets up measurements programs to evaluate processes, Identifies weaknesses in processes and improves them, QA is the responsibility of the entire team, Prevents the introduction of issues or defects.
What is the difference b/w system testing, integration testing, and regression testing? System T: This is asked on overall requirements specifications, covers all combined parts of a system i.e system as a whole is tested.
